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Category: other-general

We are seeking an experienced foreman to oversee and execute road works, focusing on

the execution and application of slurry mixture; execution and spreading for single and double

seal; application of continuous graded asphalt for edge reconstruction and emulsion handling and

spreading (MC30 and SS60). The ideal candidate will have a proven track record in effectively

managing these road construction project tasks, ensuring adherence to safety protocols,

quality standards, and project timelines.

Minimum Requirements:

At least 10 years of experience in road construction, with a focus on slurry mixture

application and single and double seal execution - ESSENTIAL

Proven experience in a supervisory or foreman role, demonstrating strong leadership and

organizational skills.

In-depth knowledge of road construction techniques, materials, and equipment,

particularly related to single and double seal applications.

Familiarity with relevant industry standards, regulations, and best practices for road works.

Ability to read and interpret technical drawings, specifications, and construction plans.

Excellent problem-solving abilities and decision-making skills, with the ability to handle

unexpected challenges effectively.

Strong communication and interpersonal skills, with the ability to collaborate
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effectively with diverse teams and stakeholders.

Proficiency in using construction management software and tools for project planning,

scheduling, and reporting.

Valid driver's license and clean driving record.

Relevant certifications and/or training in road construction, civil engineering or related

Relevant certifications in safety practices are advantageous

Responsibilities:

Supervise and lead a team of workers in the execution of road works, including the

preparation, application, and spreading of slurry mixture; asphalt emulsions; single seal

as double seal - ESSENTIAL

Supervise and lead a team of workers in the execution of road works, including the

preparation, application, and spreading of continuous graded asphalt for edges

improvement - would be a plus

Ensure compliance with project specifications, technical drawings, and quality standards

throughout the construction process.

Coordinate with project managers, engineers, and subcontractors to plan and schedule

work activities effectively.

Monitor and enforce safety regulations and procedures to maintain a safe working

environment for all team members.

Conduct regular inspections of equipment, tools, and materials to ensure they are in

proper working condition and meet project requirements.

Train and mentor junior staff members to improve their skills and knowledge in road

construction techniques and procedures.

Keep accurate records of daily activities, including work progress, materials usage, and

manpower allocation.

Troubleshoot and resolve any issues or challenges that arise during the construction



process, minimizing delays and ensuring project efficiency.

Communicate effectively with stakeholders, including clients, suppliers, and regulatory

agencies, to address concerns and ensure project success.

Proactively identify opportunities for process improvements and cost-saving measures to

optimize project outcomes.
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